step 3 - macrame pattern

Now that you have 28 Lark’s Head Knots tied onto your pole, and you’ve mastered the Square Knot, it’s time to begin weaving the wall-hanging. The project consists of 25 total rows.

**KEY:**
- **K** = knots (square knots)
- **S** = skip (example: S2 = skip 2 individual cords)
- **DN** = double square knot

1. Start with 1st cord: 14K
2. Start with 3rd cord: 13K
3. Start with 1st cord: 3K – S4 – 6K – S4 – 3K
4. Start with 3rd cord: 2K – S8 – 5K – S8 – 2K
5. Start with 1st cord: 2K – S2 – 1DN – S2 – 4K – S2 – 1DN – S2 – 2K
7. Start with 5th cord: 2K – S4 – 2K – S8 – 2K – S4 – 2K
8. Start with 7th cord: 4K – S12 – 4K
9. Start with 9th cord: 3K – S16 – 3K
10. Start with 11th cord: 2K – S20 – 2K
11. Start with 13th cord: 1K – S10 – 1K – S10 – 1K
12. Start with 11th cord: 2K – S20 – 2K
13. Start with 9th cord: 3K – S16 – 3K
14. Start with 7th cord: 4K – S12 – 4K
15. Start with 5th cord: 2K – S4 – 2K – S8 – 2K – S4 – 2K
17. Start with 1st cord: 2K – S12 – 4K – S12 – 2K
18. Start with 3rd cord: 2K – S8 – 5K – S8 – 2K
19. Start with 1st cord: 3K – S4 – 6K – S4 – 3K
20. Start with 3rd cord: 13K
21. Start with 1st cord: 14K
22. (Begin this row about 5 inches lower than the last row.) Start with 1st cord: 14K
23. Start with 3rd cord: 13K
24. (Begin this row about 5 inches lower than the last row.) Start with 9th cord: 1K – S8 – 1K – S8 – 1K – S8 – 1K
25. (Begin this row about 4 inches lower than the last row.) Start with 3rd cord: 1K – S8 – 1K – S8 – 1K – S8 – 1K

step 4 – trimming the bottom

Place the wall-hanging on a flat surface (I used the floor) and straighten all the cords. With careful measuring, place the tape across the strands of cord to form a “V.” This is your guide for cutting.

step 5 – finishing touches

For an extra Bohemian touch, I used ceramic drawer pulls as finials, screwing them into the ends of the pole.

extra tips & explanations

When skipping space between rows, use tape as a guide and a level to make sure they are even.